
Drivetrain(ing)



Skills to Know/Learn

- SVN Repository
- 846 CAM tool library setup
- CAM 
- Machinist Drawings
- CAD Design
- CAD Template how to correctly 

setup



How Gears Work

Terms:

Pinion gear - small gear directly 
on output of motor

Idlers - gears in between input 
and output “a gear placed between a 
driving and a driven gear to transfer motion 
without change of direction or gear ratio”



Pitch Circles are 
tangent

Or pitch circle

Diametral Pitch - the number of teeth per 
inch of pitch diameter (pitch circle)

# of teeth (t) + 2 (t) 
divided by DP (t/in) 
= real diameter

# of teeth / DP 
(t/in) = pitch circle 
diameter



How to Calculate pitch diameter? If you know real diameter
PD: # teeth/DP,   RD: # teeth + 2 / DP



What is easier to push?

Small gear driving big gear?

Or 

Big gear driving small gear?







What is the gear ratio?
20 
teeth

7 
teeth

8 
teeth

30 
teeth

input

output

Driven over driver

Used to calculate 
speed and 
acceleration



Simple Gear Ratio Math



Output Input



Output Input



Gear Ratio Calculation Problem



Gear Ratio Calculations





Credit: Tamara K.
Chain Length

DP





Navigating Parameters

Filter button helps organize what you really want to see. Usually “re-named” works well 
to show you all your renamed parameters 





CAD tips

- Start with geometry sketch
- Derive sketch into new file for plates
- Derive in the frame sketch too
- Derive in fasteners (to get the exact diameters 

of our common fasteners)
- Derive in robot virtual to position the gearbox 
- Assemble in another assembly file
- Make everything as parameterized as possible 

in case of changes!
- Use parameterized gear premade solid bodies 

that can update with changes to gear tooth 
number



Belt pitch line and sprocket pitch circle 
match/are tangent for it to mesh

Pitch Diameter (P.D.) = (Pitch x Number of 
teeth) / PI







Features of a Good Gearbox

- Holes for zip ties to fit through and help route wires.
- A secure place for above for speed controllers if space allows
- Belt tensioning options (at least 4 sets of holes)
- Mirror ability! (so any plate can fit on left or right) so drill all holes through
- Easily accessible encoder (make sure you account for where software connect the 

wire to it)
- Ability to access holes with nut driver (so account for side of nut driver head)
- Light weight using ribs
- Extra set of encoder holes in case taping 

goes wrong



More on belt tensioning

Numbers chosen based on percent increases

We put one looser than calculated optimal 
and two tighter than optimal

Tightest is marked with a small double hole 
drill,

Optimal marked with a single hole



Plate Machining

Fixture plate machining: 

Mount stock onto big block called a fixture plate so 
it is able to cut the outside contour of the plates

Do pairs at a time to be faster (stack two plates of 
quarter inch)

When you set up the CAM, have to add holes 
where it is held down to the fixture by special bolts 



Hex shafts

- Make sure it’s assemble-able!!!
- Use a number line with parameters







Motor Stuff

Efficiency = Pout/Pin

P = T𝓌

𝓌=𝓌f ⍺ ⋳(0,100%)

T=KI

T=Ts(1-⍺)

P=𝓌f Ts ⍺(1-⍺)

V=IR

R = resistance (oms)

I = current (amps)

V = voltage 

T = torque

W = work??

P = power



Pmax = P(⍺=0.5)
Pmax = ¼ 𝓌f  Ts

Optimal place, that’s why we run motor @ <75% 
b/c efficiency is horrible higher and it overheats



Comutator (switches 
direction of current)

N/S Magnets



Features of a Good Frame

Make sure everything is integrated properly and nothing overlaps (this is the only thing 
holding everything together)

Easy access to wheels and chains (easier to switch wheels during comp)

Strategic placement of lightening holes

Able to go over wire protectors as well as climb over obstacles on the field (EX. Platform)

Sturdy, does not need a lot of maintenance over the season

Sprocket selection + chain length+type of wheels



Testing 

Use geometry early on to test, so you don’t have to redo your work



Frame machining 

Frame is typically made out of a very long metal tube (typically ~20 inches

Machine only has a range of 16 inches, so we use a method called stepping

We only machine half of the tube first and move the tube “up” to machine the other 
half. We used a feature (such as a lighting hole or a bearing hole) that we machined in 
the first half of the machining to center the second half

Reference points are important, somethings can be machined from the end and 
therefore do not need stepping, while others (like bearing holes) are critical and need to 
be very precise 

We also use stepping for lift bars



Stepping



Endstops

Used to connect the frame together

Custom made depending on the inside dimensions of the frame

Make sure the holes do not collide with each other

Lightening 

Distance from tube (oops, mistake from last year)



Bumpers 

MAKE SURE YOU CHECK THE RULES IN THE HANDBOOK, THEY CHANGE EACH YEAR

Two parts, bumper themselves and the bumper standoffs

Bumper - Made of wood, pool noodle, and cloth. Protects the robot. Specific rules one 
height and how “open” it is as well as it’s distance away from the frame. Specific screw 
used to dig into the wood. Shape is can be useful for defense.

Standoffs - Connects the bumpers to the frame. Needs to line up with the bumper 
attachment mechanisms (usually just a nail) with enough slack for machining error







Machining

Bumper - can be made with CNC or manually. Specific screw used to dig into wood.

Standoffs - machined accurately, needs to match up with both the frames and the 
bumper screws

We usually make 3 sets of bumpers, one for practice, one red and one blue for 
competitions 



Dolly

Custom made, keys that lock into opening in the frame 

Best if it is symmetrical, if not, make sure to indicate front and back

Keys on front and back so the robot does not rock back and forth

Same as bumper, specific screw that digs into the wood

2, one for comp, one for practice Keys


